St John the Evangelist Catholic Academy
Child Questionnaire 2020-2021
RESULTS
The results of the recent children’s questionnaire have been analysed so
that we can improve our provision further.
Responses / Actions
-

Who helps you in class?
Adult-7, Partner/Buddy-2, Both-12, I work independently-6
Results show that the children are using a mixture of support and are not solely
relying upon the help of an adult. A positive that some children are working
independently.
Staff to continue to encourage the children to work both with support and
independently.

-

Do you feel you have enough help? If not, what extra help would you like?
Yes – 23, No-2

-

Somebody to help me when I hurt myself

-

Extra help with my homework

-

I think I need extra help but I’m not sure

-

I would like extra help
The results show that the children are extremely happy with the level of support that
they’re receiving in school. The children who answered ‘no’ gave reasons that didn’t
include their learning, it was more hurting themselves outside on the playground.
The provision map will continue to be updated to ensure the children continue to
receive the correct level of support needed.

-

What do you do if you are stuck?
Ask a partner/buddy-4, Put my hand up-14, Ask an adult-13, Think through it myself-4,
Ask a partner and an adult-4 Other-0
The results show that the children have different approaches/strategies for when
they are stuck.
Staff to consider support packs/learning prompts/wallets on the tables to support the
children rather than them having to ask adults for the required support.

-

What or who helps if you are worried, frightened or angry?
Adult-10, Partner/buddy-11, Talking-6, Nothing-0, Other-0
A positive response shows that the children know who to approach when they’re
worried, frightened or angry. Well-being lessons and our PSHE programme will support
the children in how to deal with such feelings.
Staff to continue to plan from the Jigsaw PSHE resources and interweave well-being
activities into every day school life.

-

What else would help you in class with your learning?

-

I’d like harder reading books

-

Some reminders

-

I need to listen more

-

Somebody to help me to concentrate

-

Not distracting myself

-

Pay more attention

-

Talk to the teacher

-

A taller table for my long legs

-

Extra questions in Maths to take home

-

More independent work

-

I need to use my brain more

-

Visual help

-

Is there anything else you would like to say about the help and support you
receive at school?

-

I like putting my hand up and asking for help

-

If I get stuck I tell Mrs Meakin and she always helps me

-

I like working with Mr Smith and Miss Hancock

-

Getting help from my friends is good

-

My teachers are brilliant helpers

-

I’m happy

-

I think that my support is good

-

My daily diary helps me with my dictation sentences

-

I would like my teachers to help me to pay attention

-

I would like to learn more at school

-

Thank you to my teachers and friends who help me

